
Solar This and Solar 
That: Solar for All 

Applications?

May 8, 2008

“…All riders could sit comfortable in the back seat and 
perhaps watch solar-powered TV”
Excerpt from a 1957 ‘Business Week’ article, envisioning 
a future automatically steered solar-powered car
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Announcements
Outlines due and sign-ups for next week
Quiz 3 this Tuesday May 13

Quiz coverage will be from Kirk article until Tuesday 5/13 
reading
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Graphing
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Coming Attractions…
Over the next couple weeks:

Tuesday 5/13: Examine history and applications of solar 
technology
Thursday 5/15: The science behind solar cells
Tuesday 5/20: Relationship (both current and potential) 
between solar and the electricity grid
Thursday 5/22: Economics and politics 
But before getting to all that, today we’ll try to understand 
what we’re actually getting from the sun, what applications 
there are for this energy and what inherent limitations there 
are to solar technology 
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The Sun
The sun’s energy travels to Earth at the speed of light, in the 
form of electromagnetic (EM) radiation
~1366 Watts/meter2 (W/m2 or W/sq m) arrive at the outer 
edge of the Earth’s atmosphere (known as the solar constant)

NASA

Source: www.antonine-education.co.uk
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red
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Solar Energy That Reaches 
Earth’s Surface

Of the 1366 W/meter2 incoming radiation:
19% absorbed by atmosphere and clouds, 
6% reflected by atmosphere, 20% reflected by clouds, 4% reflected 
by Earth’s surface (This 30% is known as the Earth’s albedo)
Leaving…51% absorbed at surface
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Solar Radiation Spectrum

Ultra-
violet Infra-red

Remember: 
As wavelength ↑, energy ↓
(wavelength and energy are inversely 
proportional to each other)

So solar radiation 
on the Earth’s 
surface is made 
up in large part of 
visible light, 
infrared light, and 
some UV light
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Solar radiation on the 
surface of the Earth

Sahara desert: 
250-300 W/m2 avg
United Kingdom: 
125 W/m2 avg
Santa Barbara: 
200-250 W/m2 avg

NASA

1366 W/m2 intensity at edge of atmosphere
On the Earth’s surface, it depends on where you are:
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Measuring Sun Energy
The measure of solar radiation energy on the 
Earth’s surface is known as Insolation (not 
insulation!)

INcident SOLar RadiATION
Different units of measurement

Peak intensity of sun, ie noon on a cloudless, bright and 
sunny day: approx. 1000 W/m2 = 1 kW/m2 = 1 SUN
Average W/m2, usually averaged over a day, a month, or a 
year--> so night-time is included in this average
Watt-hrs or kilo-watt-hrs in one day/month/year-->not an 
average, but the total amount of energy
Watt-hrs vs Watts: Everyone remember the difference?
1 Whr = 1 W of sun shining continuously for 1 hour
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Measurements of Insolation 
in the USA and California

=

w/m2 (average)
42 to 63
63 to 83
83 to 104
104 to 125
125 to 145
145 to 166
166 to 188
188 to 208
208 to 229
229 to 250
250 to 271
271 to 292
292 to 313 

Source: CA energy commission 
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Solar radiation on the 
surface of the Earth

Sahara desert: 
250-300 W/m2 avg
United Kingdom: 
125 W/m2 avg
Santa Barbara: 
200-250 W/m2 avg

So we have this 
energy coming in.
Now, what can we 
do with it?

NASA

1366 W/m2 intensity at edge of atmosphere
On the Earth’s surface, it depends on where you are:
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Solar light-to-Electricity-
converter Black Box

Well, we can convert sun radiation to electricity, which seems to be 
pretty useful in our lives!
But, first of all, let’s give it a better name:

Instead of solar light-to-electricity, lets get fancy…let’s think Greek:
Greek word with general meaning of light: photo-
And to replace electricity, let’s see, when I think of electricity, I think of volts 
(voltage) and amps (current)….
Let’s use volts and instead of solar light-to-electricity converter, we’ll use 
photovoltaic or PV for short

Some Application

DC Electric 
Current out of 
black box

solar radiation

Photovoltaic Black Box
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What are the Ideal Attributes of 
our photovoltaic Black Box?

For personal and general use—ideally, what would be the 
characteristics of our photovoltaic (PV) black box?

Cheap
100% efficiency
Durable
Energy density
Light and thin
Non-toxic/non-polluting
Environmentally friendly production
Can be deployed in space
Can provide other benefits than just producing electricity (e.g. protecting 
polar ice caps)
Lasts forever
Can store energy

We’ll come back to this list when we ‘open’ and explore our PV 
black box over the next couple of weeks…
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What are the Ideal Attributes of 
our PV Black Box?

For personal and general use—ideally, what would be the 
characteristics of our black box?

100% efficient at converting ALL wavelengths to electricity—zero 
energy lost
Can convert non-direct or shaded sunlight or indoor lights
Non-toxic
Made of renewable materials or extremely plentiful on earth 
sustainable
Easy to manufacture therefore very cheap
Can fit a number of applications
Lightweight
Steady output, not dependent on clouds or shadows

We’ll come back to this list when we ‘open’ and explore our 
PV black box over the next couple of weeks…
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Solar Applications/Products
Mini-Brainstorm session for solar products and 
applications (15 min)

Assume our ideal PV black box for now, we’ll look at the 
more realistic photovoltaics in the next couple of weeks
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Solar Applications/Products
Products/Applications

Stirling Engine 
Reflective “stuff” for roads – to gather energy for solar panels
PV fabrics
Cone-shaped building to magnify 
Solar water heating
Replacing overhangs with solar panels
Parabolic Solar Cell – a way to absorb reflections
Printable Foil Solar Panels
Cover the moon in solar panels
Outfit airplanes with solar panels
Solar roads/pavements
Translucent solar cells – as a window replacement
Sheet of micro-magnifiers 
Smaller solar-cell bags
Solar machinery/farm equipment/outdoor speakers
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Solar Powered Car
Let’s try to power the Tesla Electric Car using solar:

Uses 0.21 kWhr per mile traveled
So to move at 60 mi/hr, the car needs 12.6 kW of energy
So assuming 100% PV panel and peak solar insolation of 1 
kW/m2, we would need an area of 12.6 m2 to run this car at 
60 mi/hr!
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Solar Powered Camel 
Fridge Anyone?

Refrigerated vaccines are coolly transported across the desert using 
this CFS system (source: www.edn.com)
CFS: (Camel Fridge System)
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Solar Powered Lawn Mower

Power consumption 
~1000 Watts
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Solar Powered Cell Phone

Cell phone charges 
at ~4 Watts
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Feasibility of Solar 
Applications/Products

Why don’t we see these solar products all around 
us?

This story is to be continued….
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Summary
Sun provides us with a free source of energy
A way is needed to harness that energy into 
electricity—called a photovoltaic (PV) cell
Solar radiation on the Earth’s surface is made up of 
three main regions of the EM spectrum: Visible, 
Infra-red and Ultra-violet
Even a perfectly efficient, ideal PV cell is limited in 
its uses
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